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Alcoholics Anonymous
This month we are previewing the book Alcoholics Anonymous. This book, now in its fourth
edition, is a surprisingly easy read. It is prefaced by a letter from a Medical Doctor specializing
in alcoholic and drug addiction who gave Alcoholics Anonymous this letter:
To Whom It May Concern:
I have specialized in the treatment of alcoholism for many years. In late 1934 I attended
a patient who, though he had been a competent businessman of good earning capacity, was an
alcoholic of a type I had come to regard as hopeless.
In the course of his third treatment he acquired certain ideas concerning a possible means
of recovery. As part of his rehabilitation he commenced to present his conceptions to other
alcoholics, impressing upon them that they must do likewise to still others. This has become the
basis of a rapidly growing fellowship of these men and their families. This man and over one
hundred others appear to have recovered.
Men and women drink essentially because they like the effect produced by alcohol. The
sensation is so elusive that, while they admit it is injurious, they cannot after a time
differentiate the true from the false. To them, their alcoholic life seems the only normal one.
They are restless, irritable and discontented, unless they can again experience the sense and
comfort which comes at once by taking a few drinks – drinks which they see others taking with
impunity. After they have succumbed to the desire again, as so many do, and the phenomenon of
craving develops, they pass through the well-known stages of a spree, emerging remorseful, with
a firm resolution not to drink again. This is repeated over and over, and unless this person can
experience an entire psychic change there is very little hope of his recovery.
Men have cried out to me in sincere and despairing appeal: “Doctor, I cannot go on like
this! I have everything to live for! I must stop, bur I cannot! You must help me!”
Faced with this problem, if a doctor is honest with himself, he must sometimes feel his own
inadequacy. Although he gives all this is in him, it often is not enough. One feels that something
more than human power is needed to produce the essential psychic change.

